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ABSTRACT

A new kind of interferometry is presented, based on the maximal disorder of a single-frequency laser light coherently resonating inside a closed cavity with diffuse reflective walls. After thousands of Lambertian reflections, the
optical field at any point inside the cavity is the coherent superposition of a huge number of modes that individually and independently obey a single probability distribution, which is invariant by rotations and translations
regardless of the cavity geometry. The resulting interference speckle field has the same statistical properties and
exhibits extreme sensitivity to phase fluctuations. From speckle intensity fluctuations, we can measure the various causes that perturb light propagation, be it deformations of the cavity, dynamic scattering of the propagation
medium, or fluctuations of the input light phase. Preliminary experiments indicate that strains down to 10−10
can be detected, that correspond to picometer cavity deformations. This concept of ”scrambled” interferometer
opens new possibilities in the field of accelerometry or vibrometry, as well as for the enhancement of dynamic or
multiple light scattering techniques.
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INTRODUCTION
Optical interferometers have been used for more than a century, constantly redefining what constitutes the
limits of metrology and bringing major contributions to our understanding of physical laws. From Fizeau’s
experiment in 1851 on the speed of light1 or Michelson and Morley’s measurement of the relative motion of the
Earth and the Luminiferous Ether in 1887,2 to the most recent detection of gravitational waves with typical
strain sensitivities of 10−21 provided by the LIGO and VIRGO observatories,3 interferometry is known as a very
elegant and extremely powerful set of methods. Future plans to measure typical strains of 10−24 are already being
set up with the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA).4 The original concept of the XIXth century, based
on splitting the amplitude of a wavefront into two paths before recombining them to produce an interference
pattern, remained mostly unchanged since its first embodiments by Fizeau, Michelson, or Mach and Zehnder56
before 1900. When more than two light paths are employed, it is generally because of multiple reflections that
are strongly interdependent like in Fabry-Pérot interferometers. These powerful instruments have been used
to measure distances, displacements or mechanical deformations, to detect the refractive properties of the light
propagation medium, or to quantify variations of the input wavelength with extraordinary precision.
Here, we present a new design based on splitting the amplitude of the input light into a very large number
of independent paths that are randomly taken from a virtually infinite set of paths through multiple diffuse
reflections inside a Lambertian cavity. Because each path is created by the alternate succession of a few thousands
Lambertian reflections segments across the cavity, the memory of the initial orientation is rapidly erased and
the geometric disorder of each individual path is maximal. In addition, since reflections result from multiple
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scattering inside the walls, the memory of the polarization is rapidly erased, leading to a maximal static disorder
of the polarization. Since the correlation length of the input light exceeds the typical path length inside the cavity,
the optical field exhibits full spatio-temporal coherence, leading to a fully developed 3D speckle pattern with
homogeneous and isotropic statistical properties. Any cause that changes the phase structure of the path length
distribution is expected to modify the speckle intensity distribution. Because the statistics of intensity change is
homogeneous, intensity fluctuations can be assessed anywhere in the speckle field. Practically, an optical fiber
(e.g. single-mode) is used to collect light at a randomly picked point and direction, and the collected intensity
is analyzed for its fluctuations in the time domain, or the frequency domain by decorrelation spectroscopy.
There is no need for a precise cavity design or alignment procedures required for existing interferometers such as
Fabry-Pérot7 .8 In this short proceedings we briefly describe the optical cavity and demonstrate the sensitivity
of random interferometry using cavity deformations with piezo actuators.

LAMBERTIAN CAVITY WITH EXTREME REFLECTIVITY
The first element of our interferometer is the cavity, which resembles somehow integrating cavities designed in
the field of photometry, to maximize light collection for various applications that are exclusively incoherent.
Here instead, a closed cavity was designed to maximize the geometric disorder of light, and to make optical
paths as long as possible for the sake of making interferences more sensitive to path fluctuations. To this end,
the cavity walls were built with two essential features : a/ Lambertian reflection with b/ extremely high and
uniform reflectivity. The Lambertian reflectivity has been verified through the measurement of the intensity
angular profile of the light reflected from the cavity walls. As depicted in FIG1(a), the collected intensity follows
a cosine profile, as expected from a Lambertian surface.9 The radiance emitted from the walls at each reflection
does not depend on the direction of emission. As for the polarization state of the light inside the cavity, it has
been shown that such integrating cavities act as depolarizers.10
As a consequence of the Lambertian and uniform reflectivity, it is expected that any elementary surface inside
would receive the same irradiance and emit the same emittance regardless of its position. An other expected
consequence of the maximal disorder of light paths, is that the local perturbation of the refractive index at a
given point inside the cavity will generate a speckle intensity fluctuation that is statistically uniform over the
entire cavity. In other words, the statistical relationship between a given local perturbation of optical paths at a
given point and its effect on intensity fluctuations at a given detection point, does not depend on the positions
of the source point and the detection point.
This expectation is valid for any uniformly Lambertian cavity, and was verified using an integrating cavity
(Newport 819C-IS-5.3) partially filled with a water suspension of 5.5µm diameter Poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) micro-particles. We collected the light of a single speckle grain with a single mode fiber and performed its temporal auto-correlation. In four successive experiments, we gradually added water to the initial
solution until the cavity was completely filled, without adding any new particle. In these different samples,
speckle intensity decorrelation was caused by the same number of scatterers distributed in an increasingly larger
volume. The results indicate that the amount of decorrelation is proportional to the number of scatterers, and
decorrelation plots for the same number of scatterers in different volumes (FIG1(b)) exhibit the exact same
decorrelation dynamics. This strongly suggests that the cavity response to local perturbations do not depend
on where these perturbations occur inside the cavity. This is an evidence that the light inside the cavity is
statistically homogeneous.
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Figure 1. (a) Angular profile of the intensity of scattered light at the exit port of a commercial integrating sphere. The
solid black line represents a cosine profile while the blue dots are experimental measurements (b) Light intensity autocorrelation of a water suspension of 5.5µm diameter Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) micro-particles. Four different
decorrelation signals are represented, corresponding to different water volumes (filling 30% to 100% of the cavity volume)
for a fixed number of PMMA particles.

The coherent superposition of multiple optical paths individually constructed from a large number of reflections is such that each path length can accumulates proportionally to its total length multiple perturbations
caused either by small displacements of the reflective walls, or by scattering events inside the cavity. In the
latter case, when light is scattered off colloidal particles in suspension, their Brownian motion leads to phase
fluctuations that add-up in proportion of the number of reflections. It is therefore expected that an improved
albedo of the cavity walls, while producing longer light paths, leads to an increased accumulation of phase shifts
and therefore the faster decorrelation of speckle intensity. This expected increased sensitivity of the disordered
interferometer with higher albedo was experimentally tested by measuring the decorrelation spectra of water
suspensions of nano-scatterers (27nm diameter PMMA particles in water), for decreasing values of the albedo.
Absorbing black surfaces of increasing areas were placed on the cavity wall to reduce the cavity albedo. albedo
values were obtained by assessing the temporal response of the cavity to pico-second laser pulses (FIG2(a)) with
a Time-Correlated Single Photon Counter, and fitting it with numerical simulations of the path length distribution (FIG2(b)). When the albedo is reduced from its maximum (99.94% ) to 93%, the rate of speckle intensity
decorrelation caused by the Brownian motion of PMMA particles linearly decreases by a factor 7 (FIG2(c)).
This clearly shows that interference fluctuations are amplified by the albedo.
The sensitivity of interferometers is usually characterized by the well-known concept of Lorentzian Finesse,
used for Fabry-Pérot interferometers. Similarly to the Rayleigh criterion for resolution, it is said that two
spectral lines can be resolved with a Fabry-Pérot interferometer if the individual lines cross at half intensity.
The Lorentzian Finesse is expressed as the ratio between the free spectral range and the full-width-at-halfF SR
maximum (FWHM) linewidth of the spectral line shape: F = ∆ν
∆νC . The free spectral range can be expressed
c
as the inverse of a round trip time: ∆νF SR = 2l
(where l is the interferometer geometrical length and c the
T imeRoundtrip
−1
speed in its medium) whereas the FWHM linewidth is the inverse of the photon-decay time ∆νC
= Ln(R
1 R2 )
−2π
.
where Ri are the mirrors reflective coefficients. The finesse is then: F = Ln(R
R
)
1 2
In the case of the disordered interferometer, we assumed that the chord statistics is equivalent to that of an
−4R
effective sphere of radius R. It comes that the photon-decay time inside the cavity11 is tC = 3cLn(ρ)
, where ρ
−2π
4R
is the albedo, and the chord travel time is tRT = 3c . The equivalent finesse then reads F = Ln(ρ) . For our
99.94% albedo cavity, that the Finesse amounts 10 500, which compares rather well to commercially available
Fabry-Perot interferometers (typical finesse values of 400, 1500, or 2 000).
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Figure 2. (a) 3D representation of a photons propagation simulation in a cylindrical cavity. Cavity size is typically 5
cm. Blue lines represent photon trajectories as a succession of chords and Lambertian reflections (b) Measurement of
the path length distribution of photons inside the cavity for decreasing albedo values. The black dotted line represents
a simulation of the path length distribution based on (a) and is used to determine the albedo value of the cavity (c)
Sensitivity reduction of the cavity interferometer as a function of the albedo reduction, from its original value down to a
93% fraction.

SENSITIVITY TO SMALL PERTURBATIONS AND PIEZO ACTUATORS
CHARACTERIZATION
As described above, the sensitivity of our cavity interferometer heavily depends on the albedo of the cavity. The
highest reflection coefficient (up to 99.94%) was achieved with a cavity design made out of compressed fumed silica
powder, in a design first described by Cone et al.12 A cylindrical cavity was made, and divided into a top and
bottom parts for convenience. At this highest albedo value, we characterized the sensitivity of the interferometer
to variations of the cavity geometry. Two piezo actuators were inserted between the bottom and the top
halves, and their thickness was harmonically modulated at 1 kHz with a range of voltage amplitudes. Harmonic
modulations of the speckle intensity decorrelation spectra were assessed for voltage amplitudes corresponding to
a range of deformation amplitudes down to picometer levels (FIG3(a)).
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Figure 3. (a) Cross-section of the cavity, comprised of a top and bottom cylindrical parts with a cylindrical cavity hole
machined at the center. The piezo actuators were placed as spacers in between the two halves of the cavity (b) Light
intensity auto-correlation function as a result of the piezo actuators perturbation. The blue line corresponds to a 1kHz
sine function piezo drive at 10V (corresponding to a 3nm amplitude deformation) while the red line represents the baseline
at a 0V drive

When actuated with a 3 nm (+-0.15nm) amplitude, the deformations of the cavity led to a strong harmonic
modulation of the decorrelation spectrum (FIG3(b)). We also found that the amplitude of the decorrelation
modulation is linear with the amplitude of the geometric deformation, from 3nm (10V drive) down to 6pm where
the response reaches the decorrelation noise (2.10−4 ). This level of sensivity requires complete isolation from
seismic and acoustic vibrations as well as the control of temperature and electro-magnetic noise.

CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated a new kind of interferometer, based on the disordered resonance of highly coherent
light inside a closed Lambertian cavity. The decorrelation spectroscopy of the speckle intensity is sensitive to
picometer level deformations. The sensitivity mainly depends on the cavity albedo as well as the number of
photons collected. Possible embodiments of this new interferometer are envisaged to measure seismic or acoustic
vibrations, to measure mechanical forces directly imparted on the cavity, for the amplification and miniaturization
of Dynamic or Multiple light scattering (DLS and DWS), or for the detection of laser phase noise.
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